
Adulting &  
Your Future



Adulting For Discussion

What are some characteristics of iGen?

What are some benefits you bring to the workplace?

What are some challenges you might face in the workplace?

Are there things you can do to be more successful at work?



The Future For Discussion

How do you plan to stay creative after you graduate?

How do you feel about “networking”?

Have you ever thought about grad school? 

What are some reasons you’d consider going to grad school?

Does thinking about your future like this stress you out?



Stress We All Got It

How stressed are you?  
A little stressed? Medium amount of stress? Extremely stressed?

What effects do you think stress has on your health?

https://www.ted.com/talks/kelly_mcgonigal_how_to_make_
stress_your_friend?language=en#t-796190



Stress It Gets a Bad Rap

How you think about stress changes the effects it has on you!

What are some stress responses you’ve heard of?



Stress It Gets a Bad Rap

How you think about stress changes the effects it has on you!

What are some stress responses you’ve heard of?
Sweating, pounding heart, racing thoughts...



Stress It Gets a Bad Rap

How you think about stress changes the effects it has on you!

What are some stress responses you’ve heard of?
Maybe you’ve heard of fight or flight



Stress Stress Responses

Threat Response
Flight, flight, or freeze

Challenge Response
Shifts thinking. Physical reactions equip you to overcome

Tend and Befriend
Seek support (Oxytocin),  
Improves motivation/reward system (Dopamine)
Increases social skills like perception and intuition (Seratonin)
Increases courage, turns fear into hope



Stress Mindset Resets

1. Turn nerves into excitement

2. Ask yourself what you care about (bigger than self goals)

3. Use stress as an opportunity to connect with others

4. Reframe the moment as a growth opportunity

5. Ask yourself what strengths you bring to the situation



Stress Values Excercise

Stress doesn’t have to be bad for you! Mindsets can change!

Identifying your values can shift your mindset...


